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data was used to gage the program’s effectiveness.  Research supporting an effective Response 
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“Teaching matters more than any other factor in a student’s school years” (Jensen, 2013, 
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C-?gathered through Mississippi Department of Education’s statewide Mississippi Academic 





















































































































































In order to increase rates of success, students’ progress must be carefully 
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performance, and assess if the interventions are supporting students’ needs
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evaluation.  The first is participants’ reactions; did they like it, was the time well spent, did the 
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participants’ learning; it should be able to confirm the participants’ acquired the intended 
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students’ understanding of the day’s lesson.  The exit tickets consist32=4=<3B=B6@337B3;A
















comparing each math teacher’s baseline data to their spring ben16;/@9CA7<5#,
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research question is based on teachers’ responses regarding: +=/.98>/+-2/<</=:98=/=A2+> 
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>?@/09ts having a prior relationship with the teacher.  The teacher knew the students’ academic 

























We used Smith and Okolo’s (2010) information to lay?301=,80B:=61:=2@,=,9?00492,77
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“My teachers are 
boring.”
“The students 
don’t care about 
?304=2=,/0>.”
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